constant, according to El-Naggar. Additional studies involved video observations of the bacterial membrane, periplasm, cytoplasm, and specifıc proteins, made possible by limiting the oxygen supply to the bacterial cells, according to his graduate student Sahand Pirbadian, a technique that dates to very early studies of these nanowires, which sprout when oxygen is in short supply.
Although simple in principle, it took a year to develop this experimental setup and to devise conditions under which the bacteria reliably produce nanowires, El-Naggar says. It took another year to analyze what happened to them and to prove that these nanowires consist of bleb extensions of the outer membrane vesicles, rather than pili, with charge transfers that occur along cytochrome proteins in the fılaments, he says. Such proteins can act as electron acceptors or electron donors, moving the charge in either direction.
The wiring of S. oneidensis thus differs markedly from what occurs in Geobacter sulfurreducens, which like S. oneidensis are also gram-negative anaerobes. "The pili of G. sulfurreducens have an intrinsic metallic-like conductivity," says Derek Lovley of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. That conductivity "can be attributed to overlapping pi-pi orbitals of aromatic amino acids." Whether the newly described "wires" of S. oneidensis conduct electricity remains uncertain, according to Lovley.
"Many have argued the same for the Geobacter wires," says Gemma Reguera of Michigan State University in East Lansing. The next stage of research in both cases would be "to show that they really function as nanowires in vivo, and evaluate their contribution to the cell's physiology," she continues. "In my opinion, the evidence to date provides pretty compelling arguments supporting their biological role as electronic conduits, so I remain optimistic." Moreover, El-Naggar and his collaborators conducted "very elegant experimental approaches, with many visual experiments, including movies and the right controls."
These two bacteria, S. oneidensis and G. sulfurreducens, carry such different mechanisms "to expand their redox-active surface beyond the confınes of the cell envelope so they can access insoluble electron acceptors that would otherwise be out of reach," Reguera says. "The ability of bacteria to produce electrically conductive fılaments could be harnessed for applications in nanotechnology. It is a great time to be an electromicrobiologist." .
MINITOPIC

Yet Another Set of Studies Involving the Gut Microbiota
Efforts to understand how microorganisms in the gut affect the host continue to fill the journals and to be part of the news. Recent examples include:
• By changing the gut microbiota, artificial sweeteners appear to accelerate the development of glucose intolerance in mice and possibly also in humans, "Because our technology is both extremely high throughput and precise, we were able to make these measurements under hundreds of conditions," Arkin continues. "We were able to fınd conditions in which nearly every gene in the organism had a relatively specifıc contribution. This provides a map of how every gene makes an organism more or less fıt." This analytic approach is general and should work for other types of bacteria, he adds.
These phenotype-defıning experiments stem from research to understand how "non-model microbes survive in complex natural environments in community with other microbes, and in engineering microbes to live and do work in these same environments," Arkin says. One major diffıculty is that, beyond extensively studied-some might say "tamed"-species such as Escherichia coli, "the quality of information about genetic function declines rapidly," he says. Mutation-based phylogenetic analysis "is often not even good enough to annotate ubiquitously conserved central metabolism let alone specialized functions that adapt cells to their more realistic environmental niches. So we sought a way of more rapidly annotating genetic function experimentally that could scale at a rate similar to how genome sequencing is scaling."
Arkin considers the new analytic approach a "compromise," but one that can prove "powerful" because it "will vastly increase the quality of annotation across the tree of life, and lead to better predictions of organisms' function and ecology." He and his collaborators focused on two very much "untamed" microorganisms, Shewanella oneidensis and Zymomonas mobilis, seeking to understand how mutations in hundreds of genes from either one of them affect fıtness.
S. oneidensis "is an organism famous for its metabolic flexibility and its ability to reduce metals," Arkin says. "Here we used this technology to better understand genetic determinants of effectiveness of these metabolisms. We also discovered that the programs for expression regulation did not seem to be very correlated with what genes were necessary for growth in diverse conditions."
As for the alpha-proteobacterium Z. mobilis, which produces ethanol, he and his collaborators found that 89% of assayed genes have a detectible phenotype-the highest result so far in any bacterium-and that 79 fıtness experiments suffıced to fınd phenotypes for most of its genes. Further, 41% of Z. mobilis genes have both a strong phenotype and a similar fıtness pattern (cofıtness) to another gene, and are therefore good candidates for functional annotation using mutant fıtness. Such fındings help to establish "a blueprint for the functional annotation of diverse bacteria using mutant fıtness," they note.
"I have been working with the Department of Energy-Joint Genome Institute for years to increase the diversity of available genomes," comments Jonathan Eisen of the University of California, Davis, who was not involved in this work. "However, for our work to be most useful we need people to study the functions of all the genes in all the diverse taxa."
One drawback to Arkin's approach is that it sacrifıces depth for breadth, says Barry Bochner, who heads Biolog in Hayward, Calif., a company that specializes in phenotype testing. "A basic question for our fıeld is the relative value of assessing thousands of genes 'vaguely' or assessing smaller numbers of genes in great detail," he adds. "I think the latter approach moves the fıeld ahead more quickly."
MINITOPIC
Microbes in Odd Places or with Odd Histories: Some Recent Examples
Perhaps nothing should be surprising about the whereabouts of microbes these days, but these examples seem special and deserve some attention.
• Seals and sea lions apparently carried Mycobacterium tuberculosis to peoples in the Americas some time less than 6,000 years ago, according to 
